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Tring School Teaching, Learning, Assessment and Home
Learning Framework

'I have taught you the way of wisdom; I have led you in the paths of uprightness. When you walk,
your step will not be hampered; and if you run, you will not stumble.'  Proverbs 4.11-12

1. Principles of the framework

Our Teaching and Learning Framework aims to ensure that our Curriculum Intent and
Implementation, and our Christian Vision are embedded securely and consistently across the
school. This Framework should be used as a guide to support all aspects of Teaching and Learning
at Tring School.

Tring School Curriculum Intent

At Tring School Academic progress and personal development are woven together.
Our curriculum offers personalised opportunities for every student to thrive and be ready to
compete with the best in the next stage of their learning journey.
Every subject insists upon all students being readers, in every subject opportunities to promote
diversity and inclusion are taken and in every subject passions are ignited and fuelled.

Tring School Christian Vision

In seven years, we need to teach, to listen, to learn, and to care to make sure that those children
who arrived at 11, full of energy, hopes and dreams, leave at 18 or 19 as adults ready to take their
place in the world.  They will need academic qualifications, ones that are suited to each individual
child, that will equip them for the 21st century with its staggering pace of change, social,
technological, economic and environmental.

We want them to leave possessing a self-understanding and a deep-rooted confidence, creativity,
resilience and entrepreneurial skills.  We want them to know their gifts and talents and skills and
how to use them for the good of those around them, and for themselves. Above all we want them
to be well rounded human beings, rooted in care for others and their environment and these
characteristics must be values-based.

In addition to securing the highest standards of achievement, our motto underpins our belief in
creating Confident Learners (Wisdom), Ambitious Individuals (Hope) and Responsible Citizens
(Community).  All of our teachings are underpinned with dignity and respect whereby we value the
preciousness of each person.



2. Aims of the framework

To provide a framework for Tring School staff to:

● Develop a positive classroom climate where all learners can thrive
● Plan, deliver and evaluate effective lessons for all learners that utilise a range of Teaching

and Learning strategies including developing reading and oracy and teaching about
diversity, inclusion and equality.

● Utilise Assessment and Feedback strategies that are meaningful, manageable and
motivating.

● Set Home Learning that  is relevant, purposeful and supports our students in developing as
independent learners who flourish in their gifts.

● Adapt their repertoire to ensure they always utilise approaches that enable all learners to
access the curriculum and to keep up, not catch up.



Establishing a positive classroom climate at Tring School

● We have high expectations and aspirations for all learners and these are evident in all
interactions with students.

● We promote pro social behaviours by being calm and consistent at all times and following
our Tring Things.

● We meet and greet at the start of the lesson and always end and send, thanking students
for positive contributions and engagement.

● We give positive attention first and use recognition boards and rewards and always aim
to catch students doing things right!

● We intervene with off task behaviour using low key interventions as a Step 1, explaining
why the behaviour is unacceptable, reinforcing what we want, and giving students time to
correct their behaviour.

● We use the Behaviour Ladder. We use a Step 2 if the student is still demonstrating
behaviours that are detrimental to learning, moving a student or speaking to them
outside. We log this as a Step 2.

● We use the Behaviour Ladder. We use a Step 3 if these actions have not worked, the
student can work in an exit room and following this, should receive a Behaviour
intervention.

WISDOM HOPE COMMUNITY
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High Quality First Teaching at Tring School

● We ensure our teaching is aligned with the Curriculum Map and that work given to
students matches the aims and ambitions of our Curriculum.

● At the start of lessons we meet and greet our students at the door and get each lesson
off to a purposeful start that gets students thinking hard immediately.

● We ensure students can narrate the intent of each lesson - what they are learning and
why.

● Lessons are designed to help students remember and revisit key concepts and content
by building in retrieval activities throughout the lesson that support committing
information to long term memory.

● We adapt our teaching for different learner groups ensuring that we scaffold and
support effectively so all can be successful

● We present new information and material in small steps and model new skills and
application of knowledge.

● We use a range of Assessment as Learning activities to check understanding,
identify misconceptions and ensure all students are engaged and all have the
opportunity to respond and communicate their questions and ideas.

● We design activities that allow students to practise with new information and
knowledge and to to think hard; to explore different viewpoints, to form opinions, to
problem solve, to deconstruct, to transform, to reduce, to prioritise, to categorise, to
criticise, to notice trends and patterns, to make connections, to compare and to create.

● We give students the opportunity to develop numeracy, oracy and literacy by building
in activities that support fluency, confidence and enjoyment with speaking, listening,
reading and working with numbers .

● We create awe and wonder by inviting in the real world; guest speakers, workshop,
case studies, project work, visits, always thinking about novel ways for content to be
learnt and embedded.

● We believe in the power of metacognition, encouraging students to plan, monitor and
evaluate as they work.

● We use technology to develop higher order thinking skills, to bring experts into our
classroom and to develop independence.

● We set Home Learning tasks that are relevant, purposeful and challenging for all and
that develop students as independent learners.
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Assessment and Feedback at Tring School

● We understand that the most important assessment happens during learning and that
regular, clear, direct feedback helps all students identify their strengths and their next
best step in learning. We understand that effective Feedback adds on average an
additional 5 months progress for students.

● We understand that effective teachers ask different types of questions to encourage
active participation and discussion.

● In lessons, we make sure we give students time to think and note down ideas so they
can respond in detail and we encourage students to come up with their own questions

● Our default mode is a no hands up classroom, stating the question, allowing time to
think, pair and share, and then cold calling on individuals to ensure everyone is listening
(check student passports before you do this).

● We encourage students to listen to each other and build on each other’s ideas using
ABC (Agree with,  Build Upon, Challenge) or Pose, Pause, Pounce, Bounce.

● We give feedback that is meaningful and motivating and make sure students can access
and use their feedback every time they begin a new piece of work.

● Where relevant, we avoid putting grades on student work encouraging students to self
assess before they receive a grade.

● We ensure students use feedback by devoting time to ‘green pen’ feedback lessons
where students can reflect, refine, redraft, redo, improve  etc.

● We use Peer and Self Assessment to support progress, encouraging students to
highlight the best parts of their work and explain it in groups, pairs or individually.

● We use high level model answers and examine the best parts and explain why they are
effective.

● We check understanding constantly using a range of strategies e.g google forms, thumbs
up/thumbs down/RAG cards, Post it notes
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Home Learning at Tring School

● We understand that purposeful, relevant Home Learning adds on average an additional 5
months progress for students.

● We understand that Home Learning should support our students in developing as
independent learners who flourish in their gifts.

● We have a clear intent for Home Learning and ensure it is linked to classroom work and
built into lessons as an integral part of learning.

● It should encourage students to practise and consolidate skills, conduct in depth
research and inquiry, prepare for the next lesson or revisit/revise content.

● We can set Home Learning that involves reading. This could be pre reading or
consolidation reading. Students could keep a reading journal to evidence this.

● We can set home learning that involves the use of digital technology e.g. GCSE Pod,
Edpuzzle and encourages students to practise and consolidate skills.

● We set SuperCurriculum tasks as home learning.
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Teaching SEND Learners at Tring School

● We engage with and implement strategies from the Student Passports and regularly
check updates.

● We deploy Teaching Assistants and other adults in the classroom effectively; sharing
lesson plans via Google Classroom and ensuring students are supported to get to the
classroom and engage with the learning

● Seating plans are carefully considered to ensure that students with special educational
needs can access the learning in the best possible way. Flexible grouping is used to
ensure that SEND learners are not always grouped together but can learn from their
peers.

● We allow for movement and breaks where possible and we use positive peer models to
ease any distractions.

● We use regular routines within the classroom environment - for example the Tring Things
- to ensure consistency for SEND learners and to provide support around transitions.

● We give plenty of notice for assessments and ensure that all exam access arrangements
are implemented.

● SEND learners with Dyslexia are encouraged to use overlays, Read & Write and other
technology to provide effective support.

● We ensure teacher-led instructions are clear and explicit, followed by guided practice and
leading to independent practice. We give time for processing and use positive
reinforcement.

● We provide scaffolding to offer initial support for tasks and also to reinforce consistent
expectations for behaviour and organisation.

● We make adaptations to tasks to ensure that SEND learners can access the learning at
their own pace, without putting a glass ceiling on what can be achieved.
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Teaching PPM/LDD Learners at Tring School

● We make sure we know who our PPM and LDD students are and find out about their
needs

● We check in on these students early on in lessons

● We have high expectations of these students

● We understand that they may need extra support and we proactively provide this

● We understand that there may be specific barriers to learning and we do all we can to
overcome these

● When we organise extra curricular activities, we make sure we have a list of eligible PPM
students and make every effort to ensure they are included. We understand some
children / families may need extra support to facilitate their involvement

● We understand that metacognitive tasks can be harder for PPM/LDD students and offer
extra support with these until good practice is established

● We understand that LDD students are likely to have missed significant content and skills
and we actively identify gaps in learning and make plans to address these

● We all champion the PPM students we teach

● We work closely with PP Advocates and form tutors to identify and overcome any
barriers to learning

● We work closely with parents to communicate progress and offer support, closing the
loop around the student, school and home.
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Reading and Oracy at Tring School

● We understand that effectively teaching Reading Comprehension strategies adds on
average an additional 6 months progress for students.

● When we use texts in the classroom we always read the text together.

● We use a range of strategies to support learners improve reading; we read around the
word to make sense of it, we sound out the word - stretching it out if necessary; we
chunk the word identifying the bits we know.

● We use a range of strategies to support learners to understand texts; we activate prior
knowledge to support inference, we ask students to come up with questions about the
text as they read, to underline powerful ideas or worlds, to order events in a text, and we
predict what is going to happen next.

● We support students in scanning for the specific information, in reading to form an
overview and in close reading to get a detailed understanding.

● We consciously use challenging vocabulary and make clear the words we want students
to use. We reinforce this using the white board and make time to pull out key words and
explain their meanings and spellings.

● We can use a range of literacy starters - wordle, countdown,

● We set wider reading that encourages students to research the background to a task.

● We set pre reading tasks before the lesson to give students time to share thoughts and
ideas in the lesson.
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Diversity, Inclusion and Equality at Tring School

● We teach children to think critically so they can challenge stereotypes, identify and
explain different points of view and understand and respect diversity.

● We make sure our Curriculum content explores all histories, voices and perspectives of
all British people.

● We make sure our Curriculum challenges and prevents discrimination and prejudice.

● We make sure our resources, books, displays, visitors and assemblies are inclusive and
diverse.

● In our lessons we share extracts/experiences from diverse groups of people and use and
reference positive examples from across the globe.

● In our lessons and Home Learning we encourage students to research artists,
playwrights, musicians, scientists, mathematicians etc from a range of backgrounds and
abilities.
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Professional Development at Tring School

● We understand that we have a professional obligation to improve our practice.

● We take responsibility for improving our teaching understanding that we are lifelong
learners and active participants in our own Professional Development.

● We ensure our Subject Knowledge is strong, relevant and up to date.

● We self evaluate our practice against Tring School Teacher Standards and identify
strengths and areas for development.

● We seek to celebrate our strengths and share our best practice in Department
Development time, Open Door Drop Ins, in our CPD groups and through the Pedagogy
Postcards.

● We work on our development areas, being an active participant in a CPD group and
keeping up to date with both our pedagogical knowledge and skills and our subject
knowledge and skills.

● We welcome CPD Observations and Drop Ins and use  lesson reflections to reflect and
refine.

● We understand the importance of feedback from our colleagues and our students.

● We translate our CPD learning into the classroom, experimenting with what we are
learning.

● We keep a log of all Professional Development.
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